DOVS
Clinical Feedback System
remove assessment from group session
Consultations Assessed screen

There is now a ‘Remove Assessment’ button. This is primarily to allow the removal of an assessment from a consultation that has been assessed as a group, allowing it to be re-assessed alone or in another session grouping.
Consultations assessed alone can also have their assessment removed this way so they can be re-assessed if editing the assessment is not more appropriate.
Consultations Assessed For Student screen

‘Remove Assessment’ button is also available on this screen...
View Consultation Details screen

... and here via the ‘View Selected’ button
Consultations Assessed screen

For this example using the ‘Consultations Assessed’ screen, selecting a consultation assessed alone and clicking on the ‘Remove Assessment’ button will bring up this confirmation dialog...
Consultations Assessed screen

...whereas if a consultation assessed as a group is selected clicking on the ‘Remove Assessment’ button will bring up this confirmation dialog.
Consultations Assessed screen

After clicking on the ‘Yes’ button on the confirmation dialog assessment details will be removed in the database for that consultation.

A success message will display for a couple of seconds in the top left hand corner of the screen. The screen will then automatically refresh...
Consultations Assessed screen

...the consultation will now no longer be visible in this screen consistent with having its assessment removed...
Awaiting Assessment screen

...the consultation is now visible in the ‘Awaiting Assessment’ screen.